Committee Seeks Local Artwork For U. Campus

By DAVID LEIGH

Plans are being made by the Committee on the Visual Program at the University to commission an artist to create an outdoor sculpture for a public place on campus. 

According to the committee, the artist is to be chosen from a group of candidates presented to them by the local community. The committee's goal is to create an artwork that is both aesthetically pleasing and meaningful to the public.

The committee is seeking proposals from local artists for a site-specific sculpture that will be placed on campus. The sculpture should be in a medium that is appropriate for outdoor use and should be able to withstand the elements.

The committee is particularly interested in proposals that incorporate local materials, such as stone or wood, and that reflect the history and culture of the Philadelphia area.

Defunct Houses Reborn In Frat Resurgence

By DANIEL AKST

The University, which has three large fraternities whose University chapters are now defunct, is also attempting to restimulate frats on campus.

Two of the fraternities, Pi Kappa Phi and Tau Epsilon Phi, have local chapters in the late 1960s and 70s, because of financial problems. The remaining fraternity, Beta Theta Pi, has its chapter reactivated a few years ago. 

Pi Kappa Phi, which was located on Spruce Street, was shut down due to financial problems and for disciplinary reasons.

The director of Fraternity Affairs, Robert Warm, said Thursday he would welcome return of the fraternity, saying that it served a purpose.

Pi Kappa Phi's last house had been located at the northeast corner of Spruce and Green.

The chapter, which was founded in 1923, had its charter revoked for non-payment of dues.

In light of the recent developments, the University is considering revising its rules for the operation of fraternities on campus.

Defunct Houses Reborn In Frat Resurgence

Changes In Government Suggested By Rockefeller

By ANDREW O'MALLEY

The University, which is facing a financial crisis, is seeking advice from a group of prominent citizens on what steps it should take to improve the financial situation of the institution.

The group, which includes members of the local community and University officials, is examining ways to reduce costs and increase revenue. It is also considering ways to improve the overall financial health of the University.

Changes In Government Suggested By Rockefeller

New Hampshire Primary Will Kick Off 1976 Race

By United Press International

New Hampshire Republicans and Democrats will choose their nominees for the presidential election on Tuesday in the first primary of the 1976 race.

Major candidates in the primary are already journeying beyond New Hampshire to other states where primaries will be held in the next few days. But the New Hampshire contests are considered crucial because of the state's role in determining the political maps of the country.

The state is rich in political history, with a long tradition of presidential primaries. The state's first primary was held in 1904.

The state's primary is expected to attract a large number of voters, with the two major parties vying for the state's 11 electoral votes.

The state's primary is held on the first Tuesday in February, and the winner will be declared by the state's electoral college on March 8.

The state's primary is expected to attract a large number of voters, with the two major parties vying for the state's 11 electoral votes.
Notes:
- Monday Night Italian Smorgasbord: $4.95
- One Spectaculars: Wed. Meeting: Brick City Hall at 6:30 pm. (No Tuesday meetings)
- Luis Bunvel’s J717 Walnut Spectaculars: Sessions: Fridays, 7:30 & 10:00 pm
- Freshly renovated - 3 room & tile bath: $1200 monthly Expenses paid, $110 furnished. 3444 Delaware Valley Including UC.
- 4 bedroom apts. June or Sept rentals radius of super block. Large left., 12 3
- WANTED: PIANO PLAYER or Folk Singer to perform at the Oriental (901 Chestnut). 9:30 p.m.
- THE FINEST APARTMENTS FOR 4 MONTHS — One word, available. 3434 Walnut. Call 243 7391, 243 6682
- Hack used to cut down two important rulings today that will pave an important turning point in the courts. Patrick Smith, a leading attorney, said he will rule in favor of the Supreme Court and will rule in favor of the plaintiffs’ case
- BETHLEHEM STEEL CHARGED—The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources has accused the Bethlehem Steel Corporation and company officials of endangering public health in Philadelphia by polluting the air with cancer-causing chemicals. The suit filed for fines against the company that could total more than $1 million.
- HEART ATTACK STUDIES — A nationwide group of volunteers will quit smoking, cut down on fats and better and undergo medical treatment for the next six years to see whether the risks of heart attacks can be reduced. The program is one of the 10 new studies being given to the President as part of his Scientific Advisory Board's efforts to develop coronary heart disease.
Ruckelshaus Speech

(Continued from page 1)

In reference to Nixon and the administration, Ruckelshaus recalled that the then-President was isolated from interaction with other government officials. Nixon was praised for a political ability of "the people" and how he was known to surprise everyone. However, he noted, "I'm not proud of that incident. I think that we have to do better," he said.

Referring to the alleged failure of the extended vacation, Meyerson said he was not happy with it. Students were in favor of it, he said. "It reminds me of a wind-up toy," the former teacher and mother of an eight-year-old said. "I hope this isn't the future," she sighed.

Primary

(Continued from page 1)

He added, however, "a good many students were involved though. Students were in favor of it." Meyerson said he was not happy about the amount of student input into the decision for the extended vacation. "I too was upset. I am not proud of that incident. I think that we have to do better," he said.

Exhibit

(Continued from page 1)

nobody could dream him up. His incredible bank robbery is all the more bizarre... because it's true.

Most employers think twice about hiring people with criminal records.

Phone fraud will result in a criminal record. Think twice.

Bell of Pennsylvania

Health & Society

Will Exist Next Fall

15th And 16th Floors Of Harrison

Join, Create, Learn

Information And Applications For Undergraduates At

110 Bodine, 243-7515

(Student Applications for 1976-77 are now being accepted)

The Daily Pennsylvanian

The Arts College

Application forms are available at:

Harnwell House (main desk)

and

The Office of Residential Living

(3700 Spruce St. & 110 Bodine)

Deadline: February 26, 1976
Letters to the Editor

Vil's Serve: 15-Love

By Michael Friedman

She was my sworn girl. She had no interest in tennis. I had talked her into it to share her team; we were in the fresh group and I wanted us to share our team. I respected her for it. She had a serious attitude, and I respected her for that. She was at Levy Tennis Pavilion, the 32nd and South Street garage, or, in the case of Franklin Field - has been restricted as this morning, trudged down six flights to recover his car, might the U. of P. be liable for his property? Indeed the sluggishness with which its doors have opened and shut has led some long-term commuter's fears when the elevator has shown some signs of not functioning. It is a disgrace that at any Ivy League School with 8,000 students, there are many times breakdowns in the elevator, and imaginary trash in elevators and stairwells), its magnificent construction at Levy should be restricted to very late arrivals. Moreover, we feel that tennis is an important element in the undergraduate concern with a well-rounded liberal education. Indeed, the key to knowledge is to be found in the unity of ideas. Often, departments of the natural and social world are part of a single, unified whole, and the idea of excitement for the liberal arts, we are now fully aware, found the university profoundly. Education at the University is organized around departments which are not altogether independent, but are connected by real differences to allow students to find a niche to open to the idea of the single parallel of knowledge. And even ones that are so close together in the same college, or department, they fill positions with graduate students who are as narrow and specialized as their teachers; rarely will a department generalize the students who want playing time and would be available to students. If, the "Vil" privileges and intrac- campus courts were to be limited to a fixed number of non-academic tennis hours, the court times must be fair. Moreover, we feel that tennis is the most important element of the University Community. Indeed, the key to knowledge is to be found in the unity of ideas. Often, departments of the natural and social world are part of a single, unified whole, and the idea of excitement for the liberal arts, we are now fully aware, found the university profoundly. Education at the University is organized around departments which are not altogether independent, but are connected by real differences to allow students to find a niche to open to the idea of the single parallel of knowledge. And even ones that are so close together in the same college, or department, they fill positions with graduate students who are as narrow and specialized as their teachers; rarely will a department generalize the students who want playing time and would be available to students. If, the "Vil" privileges and intrac-
Jeckyll-Hyde' Pucksters Drop Class Machine That Played a Near-ECAC I, 4-4 Ivies) Friday night in it number 1, a bunch of clowns that got Jekyll and Hyde.

... only) did indeed engage in both events, putting on one of the best perfect game 24 hours later although those nights, Friday's was certainly the night to watch.

... outskating, outpassing, and generally of those nights, Friday's was certainly the night to watch.

... according to Brickley, a simple case of "I'M out of these one's just to just put it all together.

... for their hot shooting and fast break explorers, led by Joanne Pendergast's performance that included 14 points, eight rebounds and eight assists. Tim Smith included super-subs Brown, Kevin O'Brien, and Randy Eckman. "I had to go

...罗马 scored only six before fouling out. All the Tigers were flustered and "off" game, tallying 16 points along with ten rebounds. "It was a fun tame for us.

... two京都for the theatre."
Fencers Win Ivy With 15-12 Victory Over Crimson/Foie

By MIKE FISHER

When the Ivy League Athletic Directors meet next Thursday to discuss league sports problems the conversation will not be amiable. Each Athletic Director likes to be able to boast about some of his school's achievements. Penn's sabre fencers were enough of an embarrassment last Saturday night at the University of Pennsylvania that the Ivy League Athletic Directors might decide to ban sabre fencing from the league.

When the match was finished, the Red and Blue had won their third straight Ivy meet and their sixth in a row. The Quakers were also on a roll in sabre, having beaten both Harvard and Cornell. It had been a difficult season for both teams as they had been undefeated by anyone else in the league. The Red and Blue had only been able to beat one other team in the league, while the Quakers had been able to beat only two others. It was a perfect match for them both.

The Red and Blue's two sabre fencers, Steve Gross and Robert Fink, had been the key to their success. Gross, a sophomore from Brooklyn, New York, had been the top-ranked sabre fencer in the country all season. Fink, a senior from Los Angeles, California, had been ranked second in the country. The two had been able to work together to form a formidable team.

The match had started with a great effort from both fencers. Gross had scored a total of seven points in the first two games, while Fink had scored six. In the third game, Gross scored five points to Fink's three, and the Red and Blue won the match 15-12.

The victory had brought the Red and Blue closer to winning the Ivy League Championship. With only two meets left in the season, the Red and Blue had a good chance of winning the title. They would need to win both meets to have a chance at the championship.

The Red and Blue had been the team to beat in the Ivy League this season. They had been able to beat all of the other teams in the league and had only been able to lose to the Quakers. The Red and Blue had been able to dominate the league and had been able to win most of their meets by large margins.

The Red and Blue had been able to roll through the league with ease. They had only lost one meet, to the Quakers, and had been able to win their other meets by large margins. The Red and Blue had been able to dominate the league and had been able to win most of their meets by large margins.

The Red and Blue had been able to dominate the league and had been able to win most of their meets by large margins. The Red and Blue had been able to dominate the league and had been able to win most of their meets by large margins.

The Red and Blue had been able to dominate the league and had been able to win most of their meets by large margins. The Red and Blue had been able to dominate the league and had been able to win most of their meets by large margins.